
2020 MINI-RAID  by Andy Bullock

Last week’s LBT News carried a story about a mini-raid that coincided with the 
tempest of February 2014, so I thought it opportune to give an account of this 
year’s mini-raid, for which Martin Riddle was the primary organiser. I sailed 
aboard Mick Hubbard’s cat ketch sharpie; the basic hull is a Lightweight Sharpie, 
but the original high performance racing dinghy has been heavily modified to 
turn it into a fast cruising boat. The large Bermudan rig has been replaced by 
two hollow timber masts setting blue leg o’ mutton sails, and (nominally – see 
later) self-draining cockpits with tandem fore and aft centreboard cases have 
been added (although for some reason Mick only uses the forward centreboard). 
Interestingly, the Lightweight Sharpie class itself evolved from the gaff-rigged 12
square metre (‘heavyweight’) Sharpie class that was used in the 1956 Melbourne
Olympic games. However, unlike traditional American sharpies, which are flat-
bottomed, these Sharpie designs have narrow v-bottomed hulls; stability is not 
their strong point.

The rest of the LBT fleet departed from Franklin, but Mick couldn’t find his tow 
ball so, using a cobbled together arrangement, we launched at Glaziers Bay near
his houseboat, on the eastern side of the reedy Egg Islands that divide the Huon 
River in this vicinity. Initially there was almost no wind, so we resorted to 
‘paddle-sailing’. But the merest zephyr is enough to get the Sharpie moving and 
we were soon gliding along nicely. As we emerged into the more open water 
near Port Huon we converged with the other LBT boats motoring down from 
Franklin. By the time we reached Bullock Point, sails were being hoisted and we 
were soon close-hauled into a nice light easterly breeze. In the Sharpie we took a
tack towards the eastern shore inside some fish farms, passing close to my little 
cottage just south of Brabazon Point.

It was lovely sailing in company and crossing tacks with the other LBT boats: the 
handsome gunter yawl Hop the Wag, whaleboat Capricornia, the sailing fishing 
boat Black Pearl, and the Atkins sloop Theona. The Sharpie excels in these 
conditions, so since we had speed to spare we decided to land for morning tea at
Desolation Bay, on the west side of the Huon, while the rest of the fleet sailed 
onward;  in spite of its name it is actually rather a pretty spot. Back underway, 
we continued beating into the 12 knot easterly, but knifing through the chop in 
these conditions in the speedy sharpie was a pleasure rather than a hardship. 
We sailed close past the house of former Green’s senator, Bob Brown, then bore 
away with a freshening wind towards Garden Island Creek, rounding Garden 
Island to the north, before the final work into Charlotte Cove, nicely sheltered 
from the easterly. Kelpie, Seastar, and Seaire, the motor cruiser that was to 
accompany the fleet, as mothership, to Kettering, were now also part of the LBT 
contingent, anchored in the cove.

Headquarters for the evening was the Scout Hall on the small peninsula on the 
north side of the cove, with camping among the trees of the surrounding grounds
– all very congenial, made even more so by a wonderful shared evening meal 
prepared in the kitchen. The only drawback was the limited room for landing 



boats ashore on the rocky shoreline. The sound of waves, particularly from 
passing aquaculture vessels, breaking gently on the surrounding shore, provided 
an appropriate background to the night in our tents.

The wind in the morning was still from the east, although initially light. Steve 
Cameron launched his sleek, self-built rowing craft and trialled it with his 
daughter in the sternsheets.  Camping gear was loaded aboard Seaire: it was 
great to not have to load down the boats and to know it would arrive dry in 
Kettering. Mick’s friend Deborah joined the crew of Sharpie. 

Brooding dark clouds hovering over the hills, together with occasional showers, 
lent atmosphere to the scene as the LBT boats beat around the rocky stretch of 
coast where the waters of the D’Entrecasteaux Channel become most open. Arch
Rock, with its hole through the middle, is a fixture of this area. By the time we 
had reached Gordon, the effect of morning cuppas and damp sailing conditions 
were having an effect on the bladders of the Sharpie’s crew, so we put into the 
shallows of One Tree Point, a favourite spot for RV campers, to use the facilities 
there. Unfortunately this diversion in course made regaining the channel a very 
wet affair as the sharpie speared into short, steep waves. 

As we neared Kettering various interesting participants in their wooden boat rally
were sighted. We sailed close to the lovely 8 metre class Varg, then watched the 
start of a race for the Derwent class championship. They looked lovely, heeled to
the breeze, as they crossed the start line in formation. We found a berth for the 
sharpie at the very inner end of the marina, across from the Kettering Yacht 
Club, where the most wonderful curries awaited us for dinner.

The wind moaned in the trees at the campsite overnight. The Sharpie’s crew 
were a bit dilatory extracting their boat from its tucked-away berth in the 
morning, then had to beat out of the harbour, so that by the time we reached the
channel the other LBT boats had disappeared from sight. I tried calling on the 
radio but received no response (I later found that it was switched to low power). 
A moderate to fresh north-easterly was blowing. With one reef in the mainsail, 
the long-legged Sharpie romped southwards, but the other LBT boats must also 
have been sailing fast because none came into view.

Some distance past Gordon the time came to gybe the ship. Mick was on the 
helm, and I began sheeting in the mizzen. But an awkward steep wave caught 
the stern and suddenly we broached, the boat heeled to leeward, and we were 
over. I felt an initial cold shock when I fell into the water, and I was glad I had 
worn my surfer’s wet suit. Mick climbed onto the centreboard and the boat 
readily righted. He and I clambered back aboard but Deborah lacked the upper 
body strength to pull herself back into the boat. I tried to help her, while Mick 
dropped the mizzen sail, but it wasn’t until we both pulled an arm each that we 
were able to get her aboard. 

It felt rather lonely out there, far from shore. I tried to call Seaire but the radio 
had lost its aerial in the capsize, while our mobile phones were out of reach in 
the stern buoyancy compartment. The boat rolled unsteadily and was low in the 



water. Despite the double floor, she had taken in water through foredeck hatches
that had then flowed through limber holes into the chambers between the floors. 
Carefully we got underway, under reefed mainsail only. The rocky coastline to 
our north was inhospitable so we aimed for Verona Sands. Slowly but steadily we
made progress, while I bailed using a coffee mug. Once there, we pushed the 
bow down so the water flowed forwards and were able to empty the boat. I 
phoned Martin and ‘Seaire’ to let them know we were ok. After sailing back to 
Charlotte Cove we decide to pull out the Sharpie there, but the others in the raid 
sailed the final return leg to Franklin the following day. So ended my 
adventurous first Raid!


